Silence is Death
–Nicole Cermak
In the winter of 2016, while spending time out with my husband at a local
restaurant and bar, I ran into Jackie and David, a couple I befriended
many years before. We got to talking about current events and other
unimportant items. Somehow during that conversation I found the
courage to admit that I’m a survivor of child sexual abuse. That truth is
many of us hide from society because of the associated shame or fear of
judgement. Obviously, the couple were taken aback by the admission, but
they behaved as friends. Once comfortable with this truth, they asked me
many of the standard questions. One thing Dave said that stuck with me
from that evening is, “Silence is death.”
For almost ten years, a constant nagging motivated me to do
something in relation to my abuse. I volunteered, became a child advocate
and a faith counselor, but those are external efforts. The damage inside me
has something to say, and I yearned to find a way to release that energy.
My mind was nudging me into a whirlwind of thoughts and ideas such as
more exercise or more volunteerism. It was Dave’s idea for me to actually
sit down behind a keyboard and write down my feelings. Although I am a
perfectionist and don’t believe myself to be a good writer, I took Dave’s
advice that silence is the death of our emotions, our pasts, and even our
future lives.
I decided to use writing as a shield against the monsters that rain
down the negative thoughts in my head. Some of those thoughts included:
No one will care. Who are you to think your story is special? Why are you talking
about it now? I’ve since learned to force myself to push those kinds of
monster’s growls aside and concentrate on achieving these tasks.
The more I reflect on the phrase silence is death, the more true it
becomes. At a young age, humans are empowered with the word NO. It is
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a tool to make others aware of your preferences. NO is a boundary-setter.
When you are young and cannot use NO for protection, that inhibition
changes the way you operate in the world into adulthood. I don't
remember saying NO to my abusers, but I do remember the discomfort,
fear, and sometimes the sheer horror. In my heart, I knew NO didn't
matter, and I was terrified to say NO to other children or adults after my
abuse had ended.
I rarely, if ever, said NO to friends who mistreated me. Although I
avoided intimacy in my teen years, I couldn't say NO to young men if
they showed interest in me during college. I couldn't say NO to my
family. This inability to use NO in my life turned destructive. It made me
vulnerable to the worst of society, and it attracted controlling, unhealthy
people in my life. That misery then made me resentful toward others.
When I was about six or eight years old, I visited my father in Texas.
While making me lunch, he asked what I wanted to drink. I said,
“Whatever you want me to drink.” Dad repeated the question a few more
times, but I was unable to voice an opinion. He then grew frustrated and
walked out of the room. I overheard him say to someone whom I have no
memory, “I can't stand this. She won't tell me what she wants to drink. It's
like she’s a robot!”
I lived like a robot for many years after. My mother and I moved to
Pittsburgh from Huntington, West Virginia when I was twelve. When I
began school three days after we’d arrived, I maintained my sheepish,
robotic manner by behaving as others expected. I struck up a few
friendships, but overall, I preferred to hide behind good grades, sports,
and attempting to be the perfect daughter. In my young mind, achieving
perfection would inspire dad to play a greater role in my world. Certainly,
those years inhibited by teenage life, but I use those experiences now as
education to continue my growth.
Writing these words and other journal essays is my way of saying NO
to the monsters. I’ve found it to be a liberating experience, and if there are
other survivors out there who haven’t used the written word as a
therapeutic method to release the poison inside, I say let the words fly
from your fingertips. No one has to ever see those words or you may
publish them for the world. You’re in control. The power of your words
belongs entirely to you.
The End
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